
Anis Hamouda | ELECTRICAL SUPERVISOR 
 

SUMMARY  

 
-13 years of experience in sites O&G, PG and Mine in Tunisia, Saudi-Arabia Oman,  

Libya and Mali.  

 

FIELD 

 

-Facility Management, Electricity & Instrumentation, Oil & Gas, Mine and Water. 

-Production, Transmission and Distribution of Electricity.  
 

WILLING TO WORK  

 
-International, Office, Power Plant, Offshore, Onshore, LNG, FPSO.  

 

PERSONAL SKILLS 

 
-AutoCAD, Microsoft Office, POWER POINT, Excel.  - Supervision and Team management (from 20 to 40 people).  

-Organization work and Planning Team and Monitoring Site. 

-Diesel Generators Semi-fast : MaK CM12 MOD-12CM32SN-34362, CM13 MOD-12CM32 SN-34382, Alternateur 

synchrone : Type-LSA58 85 SN-607062.  

-Electrical Equipment /MV, LV, Switchgear, Control room, RMU, Instrumentation, PLC, Networkss, HVAC and 

Commissioning.  

-VFD / Earthing Monitoring System. 

 

EDUCATION 

 
-01-02-2006 => 30-01-2009 - Higher Technician Diploma.  

-05-09-2001 => 25-07-2003 - Professional Technician Diploma.  

Automation and Industrial Computing Department. 

At  The Electronics Sectoral for Training Center CSFE of Sousse, Tunisia.  

 

TRAINING 

 
-20-05-2009 => 30-06-2009 - Graduation Project Subject : Automation of Nickel and Chrome Plating machine.    

At  Workshop Mechanism in the Sahel Company, Sousse Tunisia. 

-Electrical Certification.  

 

LANGUAGE 

 
-Arabic : Mother language.  

-French : Native. 

-English: Fluent.

DB: 13.12.1980 | Gender: Male | Nationality: Tunisian | Tel: (+216) 99703206 | WhatsApp: +21696670275 |
E-mail: hammmouda11@gmail.com | Map's: Sahloul4 Sousse, Tunisia |
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/anis-hamouda-59a39816b
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EXPERIENCES 

 
03-2020 -> 03-2021 -PG LOILO Gold Mine - Sitakili, Mali.  

Electrical and Instrument Supervisor - JA Delmas Caterpillar Company.  

 
RESPONSABLITY  

-Recovery Diesel Generators Semi-fast MaK.  

-Troubleshooting of Caterpillar 3512, 3516 and other generators, atlas copco compressors, separators alfa Laval.  

-Troubleshooting MaK generator sets: 8CM32, 12CM32, 16CM32. 

JOB DUTIES  

-Deliver daily reports.. 

-Installing electrical conduit and wiring into Generator enclosures while maintaining a consistent appearance between 

units and teams.  

-Land and terminate wiring into electrical panels following wiring schematics and blue prints for instructions. 

-Work in teams to support the required build schedule and testing of the units when finished. 

Design delivery to support construction activities. 

-Tailor construction and execution approaches considering the local contracting market and capabilitie.  

 

Electrical and Instrument Supervisor - ETM industrilean GmbH Company.  

 
RESPONSIBILITY  

-Ensure that work is completed within time and on budget, without incurring additional costs.  

-Ensure that works is carried out in a safe manner. 

-Prepare daily progress report. 

-Coaching Electricians Teams.  
JOB DUTIES  

-Deliver daily reports. 

-Electrical inspections related to installation, testing, and commissioning.  

-Responsible for preparing QMS documents.  

-Conducting the inspection of all ongoing activates for electrical installation.  

-Preparation of the method of statement and ITP's for all electrical activates.  

-Responsible for conducting the inspection of all electrical material before storage, installation and after installation.  

-Responsible for reviewing the IFC drawings and inspection documents and ensuring to comply with the Royal 

commission requirements. 

-Responsible for performing all the required test for LV, MV cable, and Equipment before and after installation. 

-Prepare of the hand over documents O&M manuals. 

 

01-2017 -> 03-2018 - PG and DS -The Saudi Electricity Company JEDDAH, Saudi Arabia. 

Electrical Supervisor - The Saudi Emar Limited Company for Energy Company.  

 
RESPONSIBILITY  
-Install and maintain of electrical equipment for TM2500 Turbine ( Switchgear, Generator, Engine, Hydraulic Starter, Fuel/Water 

pumps, Fire Protection and Control room). 

-Erection and commissioning work of 33/11KV substation and associated line works.  

-Defined construction drawings, project standards and specifications, scope of work, Safety and Health requirements, 

proactively interacted with various agencies, coordinated the subcontractor activities and streamlined project execution. 

-Prepare project plan / schedule with deadlines. 

JOB DUTIES  

-Deliver daily reports.. 

-Operation of power transformers HT & EHT such as Vacuum circuit breakers, potential transformers, current 

transformers, lightning arresters, isolators etc.  

-Operations of batteries and relays. 

-Involved in supervision of Erection, Testing and commissioning of HT and EHT equipments Operation of 33kv and 11kv 

isolators Maintenance of yard structures and related equipments.  

-Experts in issuing isolation certificates and permit to work. Preparation of monthly interruption and energy transactions.  

-Operation and maintenance of SF6 circuit breakers and control & relay panels, power transformers and control & relay.  

 

06-2018 -> 01-2020 -Offshore Sabrata, Tripoli, Libya.
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Electrical Supervisor - Volteck Engineering Company.  

 
● RESPONSABLITY  

-Coordination with the Site Manager/the persons in charge disciplines and inspectors QC for the inspections and the tests. 

-Communicate, coordinate and perform transmission and distribution switching orders via one line diagrams with the 

district and system operators. 

● JOB DUTIES  

-Installations of MV and LV power equipment ,controls,MCC, motor starters and plant electrical distribution system 

cables routing, support system, laying, glanding and termination, testing. 

-Pre-commissioning and commissioning of electrical items such as: power and control, cable trays, lighting, relay/ limit 

switches, switch gear, control panels. 

-Coordination with representatives E&I of the Customer & final Customer for all activities E&I.  

-Using test equipment & hand tools to diagnose, locate & fix electrical problems. 

-MCC switchgear Installation (Schneider).  

-Checking & testing circuit breakers and replacing them where required. 

 

12-2012 -> 11-2014 - PG The Electricity and Gas Company of Tunisia STEG - Sousse, 

Tunisia.  

Electrical Supervisor - Ansaldo Energia Company.  

 
RESPONSABLITY  

-Supervisor assist technical team for supervision, Communicate, coordinate and perform transmission and distribution 

switching orders via one line diagrams with the district and system operators. 

JOB DUTIES  

-Electrical Engineering in site, Handling Man power, Site Electrical maintenance,  

-Perform minor maintenance of test equipment (MCC switchgear installation (ABB).  

-Cable laying HT&LT.and Erection of HT Panels (3.3KV, 6.6KV) and transformers  

-Erections and earthlings, and PCC’s and MCC’s APFC panels and All industrial  

Electrical Equipments are Erection,testing and commissioning, Industrial lighting erection.  

 

12-2009-> 10-2012 - Onshore Ashtart SEREPT - Sfax, Tunisia.  

Electrical and Instrument Supervisor - SSM Company.  

 
RESPONSABLITY  

-Conduct tests and assessments of new systems and repairs to ensure quality.  

-Assemble and install electrical panels, wire harnesses, and other electrical equipment.  

JOB DUTIES  

-Electrical equipment installation (junction box, lighting, electrical switchboard, pumps…) 

-Carry out maintenance and repair on electrical components of marine equipment, i.e. motors and auxiliaries, ballast 

pumps, control panels, etc. 

-4000 BHP (SCR, PLC, GE752 DC motor) SCR, PLC, GE 752 DC shunt motor. 

-Maintain, troubleshoot and repair all power generation and distribution equipment, i.e. generators and engine controls, 

SCRs, switchgears, transformers, et cetera. 

-Follow the procedure of permit to work system implemented. Observed HSE & S rules and ISO 14001.  

02-2015-> 10-2016 - Duqm Refinery, Duqm Oman.
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